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Small Clouds. Multi-Analytics.

• Analytics now part of smaller clouds!
• Resource Managers (Yarn, Mesos)
• Workflow Managers (ex: Musketeer)
• Batch + Streaming
Offers (Slave₁, CPU, Mem; ...; Slaveₙ, CPU, Mem)

Accept (Slaveₓ, Tasks) / Reject
Multi-tenant Performance
Hadoop Vs SparkFG
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Conclusions

• Absence of effective Resource revocation and admission control lead to:
  – Violation of Fair Share
  – Resource under-utilization
  – Deadlocks

• Check our paper for more results on:
  – Interference of:
    • SparkCG and Hadoop
    • Batch and Streaming
  – Startup Overheads on Mesos
Thank You! Questions?

• Stratos Dimopoulos (stratos@cs.ucsb.edu)
• The UCSB Lab for Research on Adaptive Computing Environments (RACELab)